CLEAN LAB FAB
What happens when nature meets a biological scientist with
an obsession for safe beauty? A first for your skin…

For a long time we had to pick sides: toxin-free beauty went to one corner of the bathroom cabinet and
serious skincare to the other. Age-proofing, especially, was a toss-up between trusting the ingredients
we put on our faces and getting fast, lab-proven results. The game-changer came from clean science.
Terri Vinson, a biological scientist and cosmetic chemist, launched her Synergie Skin line by fusing
natural ingredients she knew could really retexturise, firm and brighten skin — with science she knew
was safe. “A clean science philosophy means all our products are highly active but free from
questionable or harmful ingredients,” Vinson says. It’s all certified cruelty-free, too. In control of every
step from big idea to bottling, Vinson stands behind the ethics of every formula. Next-level
cosmeceuticals – no compromises necessary. Just how we like it. Discover more at synergieskin.com

SKINSURANCE POLICY
Charged with 21 per cent zinc oxide,
a powerful, natural anti-inflammatory and
broad spectrum UVA/UVB shield.
A green tea- and vitamin E-powered
antioxidant moisturiser.
ÜberZinc, $115, SYNERGIE SKIN

TURN BACK TIME
An epigenetic, ageprevention serum that,
fusing neuropeptides with
marine and botanical
actives, affects the way
genes produce collagen.
Works to relax lines and
repair DNA.
SuperSerum+, $159,
SYNERGIE SKIN

HYDRATION STATION
The essential serum packed
with 13% niacinimide, or
vitamin B3, is a cosmeceutical
powerhouse to hydrate,
brighten pigmentation,
enhance clarity and control
excess oil.
Vitamin B, $115,
SYNERGIE SKIN

BEAUTY BRAINS
FIVE MINUTES WITH
CLEAN SCIENTIST AND
SYNERGIE SKIN FOUNDER
TERRI VINSON
Each morning I ... cleanse in
the shower with Synergie
Ultracleanse. I then apply
SuperSerum+ mixed with
Pure C crystals. I wear our
MineralWhip as my day
makeup — it protects from UVA
that gets through my car and
office windows and blue light
from screens.
I keep fit with ... a vibration
plate trainer and a 15-minute
workout with kettle bells every
day. I used to be a running
junkie but that took its toll on my
legs, so I prefer long walks
whenever I have the chance.
To relax I … oil paint.
I manage to lose hours in front
of a canvas on weekends. It’s
my way of getting into the zone,
my alternative to yoga. I also
love whipping up new
‘formulations’ like walnut and
fruit loaves, frozen yoghurt and
superjuices in the kitchen.
When I need a little extra
love … I use Synergie
Masquerase as an overnight
sleeping mask. Baby skin
for days!

